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The student of Latin literature can hardly fail to
observe, in the Latin works still extant, frequent indications
of the clear relation felt by the Romans to exist between the
mind and body. After several decades of empirical investiga-
tions,modern psychologists differentiate distinctly between
mental processes and their physical correlates, but the Romans
drew no such hard and fast lines, when they were angry, for
instance, they knew that there were particular simultaneous
conditions of the body; such as the swelling of the breast,
the quicker beatings of the heart, the increased flow of blood
to some part of the body, and a general tension. This led them
to place the emotion of anger in the heart and other specific
organs. The same thing is true of other emotions and feelings,
also of affections, and of sensations. The purpose of this
paper is to investigate the anatomical localization of the
psychical functions through the Latin literature from the
earliest examples extant to about the year 100 p. C The terms
which I have found to have psychical significance are: auris
,
bills
,
cor (and compounds), cerebrum
,
cerebellum
,
fauces
,
fel
,
gula, guttur
,
hepar
,
hira
,
iecug?
,
iugulum
,
lien
,
medulla
,
nasus
,
and naris
,
os
,
ocuius
,
pectus
,
pulmo, renes ,and rien
,
stomachus,
viscera
, and venter . The term, animus has also been considered,
because of its relation to psychical processes, but separately,
because it was generally unlocalized, while treatment of mens
has only been considered slightly in its connection to animus .
But before considering the Roman point of view, a
resume' must be made of the psychology of the Greeks, since
there is a distinct Greek influence upon the Roman thought and

literature. This influence is more marked in the next century,
but it leaves its distinct traces even before 100 p. c.
If we examine., then, the earliest recorded Greek lit-
erature, tha-t of the Homeric Age, we -stall find no sharp dis-
tinction between spirit and matter. The soul (Y^*) was not
the principle of life, and was located in no particular part
of the body, but was considered a man's second self, an image,
endowed with no intelligence or emotions, and accordingly un-
able to think, feel, or will, at least as long as it was in the
body, which it left through the mouth or through a wound. The
term (t"**) then became synonymous with life, and hence faint-
ing- a syncope of the soul - was considered a temporary death.
The relatio/? of the soul, heart, mind, and body seem to have
been rather vaguely understood. Seymour says, "Heart, spirit,
mind, and the like, areconnected only with the body , not with
the soul." The heart ( y56 s ) included some of the functions of
the mind, was often used for spirit and sometimes for life, but
never in contrast to matter, and never in the anatomical sense.
The mind and intellect were often, the soul occasionally,
designated by the anatomical term for midriff or diaphragm
(0^**vs). put the more general seat of the mind was the breast
where were located the emotions also, except the lower passions
which were occasionally located in the liver. During the Homer-
1 Seymour, T. D. , Life in the Homeric Age
,
p. 482.
2 i b i d . , p. 484.
3 Seymour, op. cit . p. 487.
P^e also
A.- Ed. Chaignet, Histoire de la Psychologie des
Grecs
, p. 8,vol I.

ic Age, mind or reason {?o as) were equivalent to thought, plan,
or purpose.
After Homer, for some four or five centuries, the
philosophers were engaged in conforming the soul to biological
processes. It consisted of an element or of elements. The sup-
porters of this theory were such men as Parmenides, Empedocles,
Anaxagoras, and Democritus. Most psychological problems were
not recognized at that time.
In the time of Plato and Aristotle, we find the
psyche becoming the central point around which all other func-
tions united. "According to Plato's view the soulbelongs to two
worlds. It comes originally from the world of Ideas, is un-
created like them; it experiences the 'descent into birth 1, be-
comes then the moving principle of a body and enters into the
world of becoming. Through its connection with the body it
loses the unchangeability enjoyed by the world of Ideas. This
fall of the soul would not have been possible had it not, in
the state of preexistence , been of less dignity than the Ideas,
with which it is indeed related, but not identical. And Plato
tells us in the PhaedTus wherein the difference lies: the souls
power to know is bound up with two lower impulses, 'spirit 1
1
and 1 desire 1 .M There was no clearer conception of the soul as
a self dependent bearer of facts of consciousness. But that
same idea of Plato's of the soul as a moving principle of the
body is seen in Aristotle, who believed that as long as there
2
was potentiality of life, an object possessed a soul, which is
IDessoir, M. , Outlines of the History of Psychology
,
p. 11.
2 Aristotle, De AnAma
,
Bk.III, 1, p. 412b, 1. 27, sqq.

a kind of realization and expressed idea of determinate poten-
tiality. He defined the soul in terns of nutrition, reason, and
motion, but not all creatures possessed all psychical functions.
Some animals lacked the sense of sight, hearing, or smell.
Some that were capable of sensation, had the power of loc^l
movement, others did not, and
,
finally, the smallest number
had the power of understanding and reasoning. Those, which
possessed the power of reason, possessed all other psychical
faculties, but those, which had some of the other powers did
not thereby possess the power of reason and while certain of
them did not even possess imagination, others lived by this
alone. The conclusion may be made then, that anything that was
capable of sensation and locomotion, was also capable of imagi-
nation and impulse. Fhere there was sensation, there was pleas-
1
ure and pain; where pleasure and pain, desire. In addition to
these, there was the reasoning and speculative faculty, a dis-
tinct type of the soul, and the only part of the soul capable
of existing apart from the body.
The Platonic idea of the motive soul was derived from
the attempt to select one or more of the elements as the sub-
stance or substances out of which it consisted. Democritus had
said that it was composed of heat and fire; Empedocles and
Plato, of all elements; Diogenes, of air. All who define soul
by its capacity for knowledge either make it an element or de-
rive it from elements. Those who held to one element or cause,
assumed the soul to consist of one element; those who admitted
plurality of principles assumed plurality in the soul.
1 Aristotle, op. cit . , Bk. II ,2, p. 413b , L?4,sqq.
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The elements moved, and therefore there must be some compel-
ling force, which they called the soul, therefore the soul mov-
ed. The soul, itself, was constantly in motion, and altho it
moved itself, it was the cause of all other motion. The inter-
nal principle or seat of locomotion, and that of sense in gen-
eral, was for Aristotle the same, - the heart for sanguineous
2
animals; the analogous part in non-sanguineous. This assumes
a close relation of the soul to the physical body and to the
mind. VTien the soul departed from the body, there were no sen-
sations, which functioned finally in the mind Therefore
there was some relation between the psyche and the mind ).
Altho the soul and nind were of similar elements, nevertheless
the mind reigned paramount over the rest of the soul and in
the whole body. The mind was the power which converted the mat-
3
erial of sensation into living unity. Mind was the understand-
ing, directing, and governing principle of life. As was true
in the Homeric Age, the mind {vtos) and most emotions had a
fixed seat in the middle of the breast. But Plato considered
some of the emotions as coming from the liver, especially those
of sweetness and calm, which were correlated to the appearance
4
of the surface of the liver. Now since fear and apprehension,
and also Joy, were located in the breast, understanding func-
1 Aristotle, op . ci t
. , Bk. 1,3, p. 405 b, lj 18 , sqq.
2Beare J. ]f.T^Theo"rTes of Elementary Cognition
,
p. 88
3 Dessoir, opC cit
.
,
p. 15.
4 Duprat, G. L. La Psyche-Physiologie des Passions dans
la Philosophie ancienne. ArohiV fur Geschichte der
Philosophie, N. F. Vol IVIII, p. 400.

6tioned there. The entire psyche was governed by the nind (t^s)
Plato attributed three faculties to the soul, desiring, reason-
ing, and opining, with understanding betwwen the last two.
uj o re.
There four mental states,- pure reason, understanding, belief,
A 1
and conjecture. Aristotle divided the soul into four parts,
the nutritive, the sensitive, including the rational and the
irrational, the imaginative , and the desiring. Volition arose
in the rational element, desire and passion in the irrational.
Since the soul was the cause of allnotion, there had to be some
controlling factor. Nutrition, sensation, and reasoning did not
cause motion, but if an animal was capable of desiring, it was
capable of motion. Desire might, therefore ,but did not always
influence it, for man could follow reason.
The soul, then, was the point in which all psychical
functions centered. The mental processes of which the ancients
h ad-
seemed to have^the clearest conception were the sensations and
perceptions (between which terms therewas no distinction) and
images. Originally there were only five sensations recognized
by them - visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, and tactual.
Of these, touch was primary in time. It was presupposed by
all other senses, but did not presuppose them. Touch appre-
hended dry and moist, hot and cold. Vision functioned in the
eye. If vision was wanting, the eye was no longer an eye.
2
Each sense had its own peculiar 'objects', v/hich it could
perceive, as color belonged distinctly to vision.
1 Plato, Republic
,
p. 440 e, soq. and p. 511 c, soo.
2 Aristotle, op_. cit .
, Bk. Ill, 1, p. 424 b, 1. 2? sao.

The body seen was saturated with color, which was received by
the eye without the solid substance. The sensations and images
persisted after the object was removed. The sense of touch
could distinguish several sense-qualities. Qualities of one
sense were called peculiar objects of particular senses. But
all the senses had the faculty of perceiving certain common
objects, such as motion, rest, number, form, and magnitude,
1
all of which were perceived by means of motion. A sense per-
ceived accidentaJlyqualities that were peculiar to a different
sense, not because they were peculiar in their own nature, but
because of the unity of these qualities, as when two sense
qualities were applied to the same object; as bile
,
having
the physical characteristics of both bitterness and yellowness,
SL.
was supposed to perceive both bitterness and yellowness.
Since sensation was a proportion, the sense qualities were
agreeable when pure and unmixed but excessive stimuli either
produced pain or perverted the organ. The localisation of the
sensations among the Greeks was practically that of modern
psychologists, altho Plato said that an auditory sensation
might function in any part of the region from the head down
8
to the liver.
Synonymous with sensation was perception. Aristotle
said that if perceiving is distinct from opining, the faculty
of sensation or perception is distinct from that whereby wo
opine, and each of these is in turn distinct from other
1 Aristotle, op_. olt
.
. Bk. Ill, 1, p. 425 a, 1. 17- sqq.
2 Aristotle, o_o_. cit . . Bk. Ill, 1, p. 425 a, 1. 70 sqq.
3 Beare, j. i., Greek Theories of Blfiman&acg cognition,
p. 106.
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faculties. From my investigations of the Latin literature,
there seems to have "been no distinction between perception and
sensation until the Golden Age of Latin literature, when the
term ( peroipere ) perception was used to designate the stimulus,
the functioning in the physical organ, or the state of con-
sciousness. But to Plato and Aristotle all Knowledge began with
3
perception. Sense perception consisted in being moved and af-
fected. Affection, motion, and activity all meant the same
thing. Active sense perception referred to particular things,
while scientific knowledge referred to universal. One might
think when he willed, but an object had to be present for sense
perception. To the Epicurean, the only truth was in the sensa-
tions, while the Stoic believed that the senses did not always
perceive tritly and that the truth could only be reached by
4
reasoning. But whether the sensations were believed to be true
or not, the entire analysis of the psychical functions center-
ed around them. Proof for this is found in the following; that
imagination was to opine what was a sense object; that thought
was impassive, and yet receptive of form and by nature potent-
ially like to the object of thought without being that object,
le«, thought was related to its object, as the sense organ to
5
its. Actual knowledge was identical with the object, error
and truth arising from the combination of thoughts into a unit}*
1 Aristotle, op. cit.
,
BK.II, 2, p. 413 b, 1,27, sqq.
2 During the^ear^ 1910-1011 , I made a study, for partial
requirement for^A. B v in the semasiology of certain
psychological terms, entitled: Percipi o; Imago; Sensus ;
A Problem in Semasiology . (Unpublished. )
3 Dessoir, op. cit
. ,
p. 18.
4 Diogenes Laertius, Lives Bk. VII, ch. XXXVI, 49 and Bk.
I, Oh.
,
IX, 31 sqq.
5 Aristotle, op. eft., Pk. Ill, 5 and 4.
I

9The reasoning mind thought its ideas in forms of images, so
when the mind was thinking, it actually was the thing, a judg-
ment not bein? able to exist without the perception. All
thoughts were formed by indirect perception, similarity, an-
1
alogy, transposition, combination, or opposition. Perception
was what it appeared to each observer. Nothing existed alone,
but was produced by counterpart, as sight moving from the eye
and whiteness from the object produced vision. Nov/ since every-
thing was continually changing, everything including the soul
2
existed from motion and perished from rest.
Turning now from the sensations or perceptions to the
emotions, we find that these are not so fully analyzed. The
various kinds of emotions and their localizations are mentioned
but there is no more definite psychical analysis. The causes of
3
emotions said to be fundamentally physiological. The heart was
considered to be the most affected by the passions, but these
4
did not originate there. Plato teas near the relation of the
psychical functions and the physical processes when he said
that the passions diminished in violence as the somatic func-
5
tions became more regular. As to the kinds of emotions, there
are various classifications. Aristotle classes the emotions
under appetite, which is considered one of the five great
6
psychic powers. "Appetite includes desire and impulse and wishtf
1 Diogenes Laertius, op. oit ., Bk, VII, ch. XXXVI, 152.
2 Plato, ^heaetetus
,
p. 152D.
3 G. L . Duprat
,
op . oit . , p. 411.
4 ibid
- , p. 598.
5 ibid
. ,
p. 402.
6 Aristotle, op. cit ., Bk. II, 3, p. 414b, l.,lsoo.

Desire is defined as an impulse toward something pleasant,
everything being colored by pleasure or pain, which were class-
1
ifled as passions by the Epicureans. Under desire were clas-
sified hunger and thirst; the first being a desire for dry and
warm; the second, for cool and moist. For the Stoics, there
were four Kinds of passions: grief, fear, desire, and pleasure.
Grief, an irrational contraction of the mind, was divided as
follows; pity, envy, emulation, jealousy, pain, perturbation,
sorrow, anguish, and confusion. Fear, the expectation of evil,
included apprehension, hesitation, shame, perplexity, trepi-
dation, and anxiety. Desire, the irrational appetite, included
want, hatred, contentiousness, anger, love, enmity, and Page.
Pleasure, an irrational elation of the mind over something
which appears to be desirable, included enjoyment, rejoicing
at evil, delight, and extravagant joy. The opposite of fear was
caution; of desire, will; of pleasure, joy, because it was the
rational elation of the mind in contrast to the irrational
2
elation caused by pleasure.
Ye may conclude then that, from the Greek point of
view, sensations, and perceptions were equivalent to each other,
and that the emotions centered in the breast and were under
the control of the i/obSj which was a distinct part of the soul*
The emotions, moreover, were accompanied by pleasure and pain.
But the seat of the highest psychical processes was the soul.
There are many points of similarity between the
psychology of the Greeks and that of the "omans. Since this
1 Diogenes Laertius, op. cit ., Bit. X, ch. IXIII, ?A.
2 Diogenes Laertius, op. olt ., Bit. VII, ch. LIIII
,
167, son.

investigation covers only the Roman literature before 100??. C.
conclusions can be drawn only from the psychical functions and
processes which are mentioned in the works of that period.
These have been classified according to wundt and Bain, so far
1
as this was possible. The fact must be kept in mind that the
modern psychologists make their classification of these proces-
ses introspectivel}'- and not from the physical correlates, as
did the Romans. The psychical functions here treated are the
sensations, affections, emotions, intellectual feelings,
thought processesj characteristics of personal! ty, as stupidity,
intelligence and wisdom in general. Of the sensations, those
localized were audition, vision, smell, pain, and hunger,
others were either not mentioned or not localized; of the af-
fections, pleasantness; of the emotions, frenzy, fear, anxiety,
horror, terror, anger, hatred, bitterness, care, grief, distress
love, desire, pity, shame, hope, and emotionalfeelings in gen-
eral; of the intellectual feelings, Beverence, morality, and
chastity; of the formal feelings, harmony and discord; of the
thought processes, ideation, reasoning, judgment, apprehension,
memory, and forgetting; of the characteristics of personality,
intellectuality, courage, shrewcfaess
,
stupidity, stubbornness,
petulancy, wittiness, laziness, and deception. Besides these,
the Romans emphasized intelligence and wisdom. The following
table v/ill give a complete summary of the functions listed and
the anatomical localization.
1 W* M • fUndi* Outline s of Psychology
,
tr. C. H. Judd.
:
W . If . wundt , Grundzuge der Physiol ogischen Psychologl e
,
p. 222-225. ^
A.. Bain, The Amotions and the Will (appendix).
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Reference l Sensation
Latin Term
Used Localization
Latin
Equivalent
ACOIUS
Ami i +. i on Son1 tus Ear Auris
De Agri Cultura
PT VT T 1 fiOil ll ) io
II Audies 11 11
.cjiini uo
Medea, XIV, 281 II Verba aucu-
pan t 11 ti
IT IclU Uo
Capt
.
,387 II Persequere
CI LAI 1 >J U.O
11 it
ridUous
Menaech.1060 Vision Per oculos
1 Ull fll C
Eyes cuius
M1J. • UlOl • jliOOB ti V 1 V1C1 11 11
pii-ma i dp;uurc
•
OLIO X 1 ±» v-f O
till • vrlux • , l(j?o II II II It
ii i» ti T oco
J. iSOo II V 1 LLC 1 II It
X CI ijo no cli \j y.* A.
(] till • vixvJl • ,010 II Ol Uol clj. U 11 II
O Utx 05 •
,
OOO II u x 01
1
ir i» II T\f\ 1 QT»P i\i txi 10 y >> Ran pi anone
11 11 It uio 01 ©LiioJ. v-/ T.I 1Y10"C511 Hi If, Pi 1 1 n nn f> cs1 L4.xi.iv/i a
11 II M IOI ax
"
T. T of.ill VOi loO U.1
II Do 1 PTPIfvJXOl C in u L/Xiico nil cio
1 In the collection of materl*] u$e
following collections and editions
C.I .L. , Vol. I ,lst and 2nd editions.
Bruns, Pontes Iuris Roman! , 5th e
has been made of the
rlition, 1887
Baehrens
,
Fragmenta Poetarum Romanorum, 1886
All fragments before the time of Cicero, omitting
Ennius and Lucilius , but inc
"Incertorum"
.
luding thoso listed under

13
Reference Sensation Latin Term Localization Latin
Used Equivalent
Plautus
Mil. Glor
.
,616
Cato
De.Ag.Cul.
,
CLVII ,7
Plantus
Cure . ,318
Most
. ,243
Stichus ,581
236
341
Boeotia,4
Pain
Hunger
N
Gruciare
ieiunum
fames
sitis
fames
Body
&Lle
Spleen
Liver
Diaphragm
Lungs
Jaws
H
Throat
Stomach
Corpus
flilis
£ien
1 3 cur
P aeoor-
dia
#ulmones
fauces
ti
Jugulum
Venter
venter-solar-
ium
Peter, Historicorum Romanorum Reliquiae, Vol, I, 1870.
Cortese, Oratorun Romanorum Reliquiae , 18921
Ribbeck, Scaenicae Romanorum Poesis Fragmenta
,
Vol, I, 1897.
Cato, ed. Keil, 1884. Voi.zr, /$9 ?r.
Ennius, ed. Vahlen, 2nd edition, 1S03.
Lucilius, ed. Marx, 1904.
Plautus, ed. Lindsay, 1903.
Terence, ed. Tyrrell, 1902.
8! r
%
y
I
1A
Reference Affection Latin Term Localization Latin
Used Equivalent
Ennius
Annais
,
ai I , i .Pleasantness Laetitia Heart Cor
riautus
AU1U1-, o<jd ii Ludi crus ii
rSSdd..f ±/>2± ii Lubens it ii
I urpi iius
net-aera , ii ii Voluptas ii ii
Arranius
Brun&isinae ,n it Laetitia Breast Pectus
T i n *i + ii ^riautus
otlCxlUS
,
27b ii H H H
ii orfo
" 279 ii ir H H
LUC111US
111,97/ H Ri sus ii

la
Reference motions Latin Term
Used
Localization Latin
Equivalent
TT*vin4 lia
HimilUa
A 1 /tman T T T XA na a t* a ~\ nc ax w U <J j.
rlHUUUS
Donnhl Hoe 1 AQQ ii ti ii
J.J.OO ii v i sclera VI bUUS
pi a ,o<3i ii
ACC1U5
Tl -y-» /-vi i n TT
j. ersus t 11 T71yy yy T7\Ts renzy v eourcix d nodi l> p i-v->-»O <JI
T * yy ry yy r-\ yy -f All "7 7
ii • Anuronicus oo ii ii ii II
M • ra.UU.vl Ub
T "M nn a TlfT T ii ii ii II
"v» "Ti o /a
Andria,625 ii ii M II
LeuCrXllcJ.
,
A.1 11 ii ii If If
ACC1UB
Aegisonus ( i v ti c erus DBCdo
L
i t30 b Uo
Annius
Anna. j. s jiuo ii Lidx>rar e II If
T oi i+iirtriautus
Amv\ Vi Kf (yATipil •
,
1 f O it uem u us ijrdin (~1 ^y yrt /~\ *y~» "1 1 v,ioereDrum
Tin ^ l nnc ii If If it
T nn-i Hue YV vlLUC111US JlVj 0.1.4 it oereDrosuri n
"PI Qii+naii aUtUo
Am-nVi TT f OIAmpn
•
,
1
1
,
f d
1
» rercire TM 1 q nil 13
ftirdni us
Emancipatus ,
V
Fear Sollioitus Heart Cor

IG
Reference Emotion Latin Term Localization
Used
Latin
Equivalent
Anuronicus i. r Fear Pavor Heart OOP
jLiiriius
An.na.JLs
,
f o 11 Trepidare 11 tt
Versus Merulae,
IIII
ti 11 ir 11
reriuoea xiii 11 Terrere 11 ti
rlaUtUS
r* o o coolas •
,
d<;*5 11 Metus n tt
Cist. ,551
r seua* yO i
/
11
ir
Salire
(with fear)
Timidus
11
if
tt
11
ti Perfrigefacere 11 tt
ti Metus n 11
if 11 it ir
1rue
•
,
f 1
11 Timere if 11
i UJ. pill Uo
JJei71XU.r£_,U.b
,
V±± 11 Horror it 11
juaevius r 11 Metus Breast reexus
ACOIUS
ET)if?oni .XTT 11 Pavor it II
Jr.LP.UT.US
U as • , Dob> Metus It
r seuu. . 1 f
11 Timers if tf
ti Perpavefacere tt II
i srence
HqI-aVi^q CIOAQ.y±pilOe
,
D±<5 ti Metus Limbs Memor
a
ridUliUS
Ij^^Cist. ,551 11 Horrere Body- Corpus

IS
Reference Emotion Latin Term I
Used
realization Latin
Eauivalent
racuvius
r5riDoea,iii ( yivi -> + TrAnXl Q T»y OUrd ne Ctrl' \j or
T ni 1+110riautus
riuciens
,
xJ/ojl it ii *Qt»a ft C* + I aCIrUS
riautus
imv\Vi nip TT /»\ «*>v* ^ "K» X- r ^» "*» f\ "r» T H r>iV\ aJj 1E10 '•> wsriiDra
jlx inc • mceru • r au
«
rilDOSOrk. y VOJL , ± jliJ 1 DlTOr i erridixis rsreas t recius
AIl£, OX ira floelX X» r< /-\ v»
Plautus
Bacoh. ,251
Hop A ~\ A
II
II
Pindere
(with anger'
Lienosus
11
II
tf
ii
Statius, Ex Inc.
Fab . , I
AOC1U3
II Ira if if
A r»VH lloe T TAciii±±es , IX II it recius
rlaUullo
iruc
•
jDUo II it ii
Bacch. , 251
Prion 770
II
II
Pindere
(v/ith A. )
UrSrB
Brain
ii
cerebrum
II
PaT\ + roc
^dp b • jOto If Aura Di-Le X3l J-i S
lei « AO X II o uuniacjxiua obomacnus
l erence
nunucnus , o/oo II ii ii if
P T ai l tn q
II Li enosus opieen Lien
"P ~\ qi linorxauLUS
Bacch. ,213 Hatred Odium Heart Cor

Reference Emotion Latin Term
Used.
Localization Latin
Equivalent
1)1 on ^11 c
rruc
•
, iou hi iiernes > ATiarus nocutX \j or
1*7 ii
Jf cl wcuLJ. Polr ci
AoCLl XU.US
o crm T
r ragm , i f! or*
II tt it II
anmus
Anna"! a Y "7Aimais > a , / tl tl
AOOIUS
Atreus (ill uri si MUlcb Ha OTifnodi u P n y»
finnius
Ann cLi s )i )i n it II
II V i ^ ti It it II
Li u • mc • /5l it insuis it II
on + 11 e?flaUtUS
A mT\ Vi QOOAIIipxl • « it Doiore it II
01 S u • t OD it oora.oj.ium it It
Merc. ,204 ii Miser it II
a
Mil luior* ,yy
r
it it it II
M081 •
,
l^i? it uoiere it II
Paqti OOP it
^orcioiium ti II
c? i A Atoo U.U. • | *i *± it jLacrumans tt II
RuHoyia OPT it misen cor s it II
II cp .-DO D it it it II
i rue
•
it "T1/"\ T /"\ -v»jjoi or it It
853 ii Pungere it II

ID
Refsrenoe Emotion Latin Term
Used
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Reference Characteris- Latin Term Localization Latin
tic of Used Equivalent
Personality
Plautus
Pseud. ,236 Courage Durus Heart Cor
Ennius
Annals , XII ,4 Audax Breast Pectus
Plautus
Asin. ,944 if Finnus »
Most
.
,409 Audax » it
Plautus
Bacch. ,405 Shrewdness Acer Heart Cor
'» 405 it Breast Pectus
628 R ii it
Pseud. ,739 ii Acetum ii it
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Dlornpripe? VTTTJJ1 W1JIGU.UO y V 111 Lit <_1I j i O
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Reference Intellectual Latin Term
Feelings Used
Ennius
Annal
s
,
Lib. Inc. 69
Plautus
Trin. ,300
Ennius
Phoenix , III ,30j
Lucilius
VIII,
1
Reverence
Morality
Chastity
Sanctus
Bona con-
fident
Purus
Localization Latin
Equivalent
Breast Pectus
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Plautus
Persa,8
Plautus
Aul
.
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Capt . ,530
Merc ,345
Most
.
,87
Capt . ,781
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Teffence
Adel. ,613
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Reasoning
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The Romans did. not differ muoh from the moderns in
the localization of the sensations; the eyes being the seat of
vision; the ears of audition; and the nose of smell. The
sensations of hunger and pain were much more indefinite and
were much more widely localized as may be seen from the table.
It seems natural that the Reman should have plac sensations
of hunger in the jaw3, throat, stomach, and probab ly the dia-
phragm, but his reasons for locating the same in the bile,
spleen, liver, and especially the lungs, are not evident, un-
lessjit was the general bodily feeling present in excessive
hunger and because he was unable, to say definitely that it was
this or that organ. Hence there was a tendency because of the
meager knowledge of the corrolationbetween the physiological
and the psychical functions, to locate the sensations in the
parts of the body where there were the most intense processes
occurring. Pain mlgnt function in any part of the organism.
In the references listed, the particular, internal localizations
were in the heart ( cor ), liver ( iecur ), and lungs (pulmo).
Often pain ( dolor ) of some part of the body meant a disease of
that particular part, but such casesr of symbolic use have in
this treatise been neglected. The instances given in the tables
are those where dolor meant sensations of pain. They were
usually accompanied by some emotion.
The affection of pleasantness [ laetitia ) was always
localized in the heart ( cor ) or breast( pectus v . According to
1
the Greek opinion, anything that was pleasant was to be desired
l Diogenes Laertius- op.cit . , Bk. X, ch. XXIII,34.

Now, if it was to be desired, it involved thinking faculty of
the soul ( animus ) , or the mind (mens), hence pleasure must
have its seat in the breast or heart. This necessitates an ex-
planation of the relation of the breast (pectus) and the heart
(cor). The tv/o were often, probably always, used interchange-
ably. Reference to the tables will show that the frequency of
occurrence of any function is practically the same for the
cor and the pectus . Furthermore, when Plautus writes, "ego huic
1 2
allquem in pectus iniciam metum ," or again " cor metu mortuomst y
pectus and cor have somewhat the same general reference to the
upper body, since the kind of fear ( metus ) mentioned is the
same. Whether pectus, in the first case, meant no special re-
ference to the cor , and whether cor , in the second case, meant
that the rest $f the pectus was entirely unaffected, may only
be assumed. But, since there were several other words for fear,
and since the various kinds are localized with approximately
the same frequency in both the pectus and the cor
, cor must
have frequently carried the general idea of pectus
,
and the
latter the particular idea of oor . There seems to ha^e been no
hard and fast physiological distinction between the two. The
actions of one involved those of the other- The opposite of
pleasantness ( laetitia ) was not unpleasantness, as modern psy-
chologists differentiate it, but was pain (dolor), which was
mentioned troatod above as a sensation. In the period investi-
1 Plautus, Casina ,III ,iii ,589
.
2 i b i d
.,
III, V, 622.
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gated, I find no instances of pain, as the opposite of pleasant-
ness, r ^corded; i.e., pain ( perire , crucio ) was a sensation, not
an affection.
Of all psychical functions, the emoti ns receivwd the
most critical analysis. The predominant physical correlates of
the emotions are everywhere evident. Here also is found the
widest variance in localization. Of the emotions listed, an-
xiety ( cura ) , terrer ( terribilia ) , hatred ( odium ) ,care ( cura )
,
distress ( perculsus ) , desire ( cupidus ), pity( mlsericordia
)
,
shame ( pudor ) , and hope ( spes ) are located only in the cor ,
pectus , or animus . As in the case of the affections, there is
no close distinction between the cor and the pectus . Not only
the quivering of the cor , but also certain correlations
throughout the pectus
,
carried a feeling of anxiety. So if any-
one said that his heart was' anxious, he often meant to refer
the emotions to his entire breast. As to the animus
,
it will
be more fully treated later, but a brief explanation of its
relation to the cor and pectus is necessary before going
further into the discussion of the emotions. During the period
from the beginning of Latin literature to 100 B.C., no writer,
who would be considered an authority on such matter's, mentions
any definite location for the animus
,
altho there are two re-
ferences to this in Plautus,( Mcrcator II ,iii ,545 and Pseudolus
1,1,34), where it is located in the breast. So the emotions
just mentioned are all localized in the upper body. A closer
investigation of them shows that all, with one exception ( ter-
ror ) , involved reasoning and thinking. The various Latin terms,
which may mean terror, were recorded only once in this par-
ticular Englisii equivalent. Throughout, this paper has given

the English meaning? , which were thought to fit best the con-
text as a whole. If other Latin references had been translated
by the English term, terror, it probably would have had as
wide a localization as its synonyms, fear and horror, with
which it should be classified. Of the remaining emotions,
frenzy is localized in the heart ( cor ) , breast (pectus), brain
( cerebrum ) , and bile ( bills ) ; fear ( metus , pavor , tlmor , ter-
rere , etc.) and horror ( horror ) , in the heart ( cor ) , breast ( pec-
tus ) , limbs (membra), and body ( corpus ); anger ( Ira ) , in the
heart( cor ) ,breast (pectus), brain ( cerebrum ) , bile ( bilis )
,
stomach ( venter , stomaohus ) , and spleen ( lien ;); bitternwss
( amaritas , acerbitas), which is akin to hatred, in the heart
(cor) and gall ( fel ) ; grief ( aegritudo, dolor ), in the heart
( cor ) , breast (pectus), brain( cerebrum ) , medulla ( medulla )
spleen ( lien ) , and kidneys ( genes , rien ) ; love (amor), in the
heart ( cor ) , breast ( pectus ) , liver ( iecur ) , medulla ( medulla \
and body( corpus ) . The conclusion is not to be drawn from this
that all these last mentioned emotions do not involve thinking
and reasoning, because they are more generally localized.
The difference seems to be in the degree of predominance of
the thought processes or of the physical correlates. Frenzy be-
longs to abnormal psychology and presupposes lack of mental
control. Since the controlling center of the body was seated
in the breast, it was a natural conclusion that the lack of
the
control of the functions, was due to Kl8Vse of control in the
heart or the breast. The localization of frenzy in the brain
may be due to observations that, if a person received a hard
blow on the head, it deranged his self-control or to observa-
tions of speech or activity disturbances* As for the bile, it

was a vital organ for all hatred, bitterness, and anger, and
everything which was correlated with the loss of s^lf-control
.
Fear and horror seer to have "been localised entirely fr^m the
physical correlations. Probably it was known that, when anyone
was frigntened, his heart seemed to stop beating, that his
breath came Jerkily, that his breast contracted, and that there
was a general trembling over his entire body and limbs. All
these sensations and feelings meant tib him fear or horror.
A man who was terrified, seemed to have lost control of his
reasoning faculty. In the case of anger, the general bodily
kinaesthesis and organic sensations predominating, resulted in
its localization over a wide range in the body. The localiza-
tion of bitterness in the heart was due to the correlation of
the physical changes, which accompanied that feeling, but its
function in the gall lies entirely in the physical characteris-
tics of gall,i.e, its being bitter to the taste. Grief, as also
love, affected a great part of the bod 1 " intensely and v/as ac-
cordingly seated in a wide range of organs. In the literature
investigated, there v/as no accurate analysis of the organ,
which might be the seat of a certain state of anger and conse-
quently this emotion was placed in the bile (bilis) or spleen
( lien ) about a s frequently as in the stomachus , which seemed
to be a special seat of anger. The medulla v/as refercdd to only
occasionally as the seat of anger and love. Perhaps it was
thus considered not because of any emotion felt there, but
because of the thought that certain emotions affected one to
the deepest and innermost parts of the body.
Not all the emotions are equally intense, nor affect
the body equally; e.g.
,
anxiety and fear are emotions of the

sane Kind, but the latter tern is nore generic and is accompan-
ied by physical correlations over the entire body, while anx-
iety involves more reasoning, and so was more closely limited
to the brain and the chest. Evidently the Roman noticed the
great difference in the physical correlations as to the number
of organs affected and the intensity, hence one emotion is
limited to the heart ( cor ) , breast ( pectus ) , and animus , while
another has a wider localization. But if the rational functions
predominated, the emotion always found its central point in the
pectus or cor , while if the physical side of the emotion was
the intensest and most prominent, the emotion was localised in
the parts directly affected. When emotions wore mentioned in
general and no particular one was specified, the seats were
either the heart or breast or the viscera.
The feelings, which were designated as formal and
intellectual feelings, such as those of harmony and discord,
reverence, chastity, and morality, were all localized in the
heart or breast. These involve the controlling factor of the
animus
,
that is, the mind ( mens ) , and so centered at the seat
of the mind, which was chiefly placed in the pectus, except
discord, whose localization in the breast may be attributed to
its being the opposite of harmony. All these are sometimes
classified as the higher emotions, and require more or less
volition. This volition corresponds to the Greek conception of
desiring and reasoning faculty of the s^ul, which were the
controlling influences of man's actions and movements. Now,
since a man's conduct is the result of his mental processes,
the controlling factor ( mens ) of actionsjexerts the greatest
influence upon his personal characteristics. The Roman acted

stupidly, because he reasoned and thought stupidly. Thus were
the governing factor of the body and the characteristics of
personality closely allied. Put with few exceptions, all char-
acteristics of personality were localized in the cor and pectus,
such as courage ( audacia ) , shrewdness ( acer ) , stupidity ( vecor-
di-"'
,
socordi a), stubbornness ( praoligatum ) , laziness ( socordia )
,
cruelty (ferus), wittiness ( facetiae ) , and deception ( dolus ,
sycophantia
,
perfidia , seditio ). Hence, since personality is
controlled by the mind, the thinking facult}' of the soul, the
logical seat of its characteristics is the pectus or the cor
As to the more complex mental processes, such as
thinking, opining, or ideating ( volvere aliquid , opinari , sen-
tire ), reasoning ( machinari , convocabare consilium ), judging
( admlttere aliquid ), apprehending ( conspicere ) , remembering
( meminisse , recordari), and forgetting ( expectorare
)
,
there was
no evidence of any analysis of the processes, but merely men*
tion of their functi ming. According to the Greeks, the mental
functions were all included in one part of tho animus , the
mens . All these higher mental processes are anatomically local-
ized in the heart ( cop ) or In thn Tr?eftst ( pectus ) Therefore,
since thinking, reasoning, judging, remembering, and forgetting
were considered as functioning in the cor and the pectus
,
it is
to be expected that the seat of intelligence and wisdom also
should be here. Intelligence was always localized in the heart
and breast, but wisdom was occasionally connected with the nose
and liver, although its common location was the same as that
of intelligence. The occasional location of the seat of wisdom
j
in the nose is difficult of explanation. The difficulty may be
i
j illustrated perhaps by reference to one of its applications.

SB
1
Fof instance, the derivation of sagax is too uncertain to al-
low us to determine the exact succession in which it has ob-
tained the differentiated meanings of 'wise' and keen-scented'
.
As for the liver's being a seat of wisdom, there is only one
reference for the period investigated, "nam isti qui linguam
avium intellegun t Plusque exalieno iecore sapiunt quam ex suo ,
"
but since this is only a fragment and the thought may have been
forced, no definite conclusion can be made.
All these complexes of sensations, affections, emoti-
ons, intellectual feelings, and thought processes were con-
trolled and unified by the animus
,
or soul, which had no
special physical seat, but seemed to be localized in a general
v/ay, in the breast, or vicinity whence the emotions also sprung.
The conception, expressed by Lucretius in the next century
after the period which this investigation covers, that the
soul ( aninus ) consisted of the life force ( anima ) and the mind
3
(mens), was in vogue already before 100 B.C. The mind (mens)
had a definite seat, the breast, and especially the heart,
whence it controlled the rest of the body. In the literature in-
vestigated, the aninus is mentioned as controlled by anger,
wrath, care, grief, hope, joy, fear, and anxiety, By referring
back to the emotions localized only in the heart or breast
(see tables), 077e seci a close relation between the mens
and the emotions. All the above mentioned emotion*, except
wrath, anger, fear, and grief are found only in the same anato-
mical region as the seat of the mens , that is, the pectus or
1 A.Falde, Lat . Etymolog. Worterbuoh
,
2nd ed. ,1910,s. v.
sagio .
2 Pacuvlus, Chryses V, Sc'ienicae Romanorum Poesis Frag-
menta , Ribbeck.
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the cor . Further, the four just given, functioned a greater
number of tines in the upper body than elsewhere. The Greek
conception of desiring as one of the controlling influences of
motion and activity was carried over by the Romans before 100
B.C. Before this date, references to the animus , as possessing
the faculty of desiring, occur some fifty-six times, which is
a greater frequency than that of any other function attributed
to it. Besides being controlled by or possessing these emotions,
it VMS thought of as the seat of such personal characteristics
as courage and truth. It will b3 recalled that the character-
istics of personality also had their origin, with few excep-
tions, in the cor and pectus . But, as has already been stated,
the chief function of the animus was to be a common center or
focus for all other psychical functions. But the emotions just
discussed were much more widely localized; grief, for example,
was localized not only in the animus , but also in the heart,
breast, brain, medulla, spleen, and kidneys (see tables). But
only the cor
,
pectus
, and animus could reason or think, and the
lax use of these three terms by the writers before 100 B.C.
may explain the freedom, with v/hich they localized the seat of
the higher mental processes indiscriminately in the three.
The animus
,
however, has the predominance over the other two
in frequency of occurrence. In the period before 100 B.C., the
more complex mental processes in the animus are mentioned some
97 times as compared to 41 in the cor and pectus . In these
processes were included such functions as thinking, remember-
ing, attending, judging, and ideating. This substantiates the
preeminence of the mens over such emotions as required think-
ing and reasoning, and as the chief seat of the higher and more
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complex states of consciousness.
Before drawing any conclusions, a comparison must be
made between the use of these terms by the Romans with that of
the moderns. As in the case of cor and pectus, many of the
emotions and other psychical functions listed in the tables
were not so nicely discriminated as my tabulations would in-
dicate. For example, from the information from trie literature
before 100 B.C., we may assume that probably there was no close
distinction between sorrow, grief, and care, for any one of
these terms was found, where one of the other two would have
been better, according to the modern differentiation of these
1
terms. In Ennius is found this passage, "0 Tite , si quid ego
adiue 'Q curarr re levasso quae nunc te coquit et versat in pec-
tor c fixa " . The general context of this passage gives more of
the idea of grief or distress. Other instances could be found,
where the English equivalent does not convey the meaning of the
context. Fundt says that when sorrow is directed upon the ex-
ternal object which excites it, we call it care. "We can onljr
2
be careful about others". Sorrow and grief may be only sub-
jective. This same freedom of expression may be traced in other
cases such as madness and frenzy, anger and wrath. For the pur-
poses of this paper, the terms have been translated into what
the writer considered was the special meaning of each passage,
with reference to the context, except in those fragments which
have no context. If the translation given is open to question,
1 Ennius, Annale s , 335-6 Vahlen.
2 Wundt , Lectures on Human and Animal Psychology
,
tr
.
Creighton and Titchener, p. 373.

the tables, containing the Latin words, will still be of use,
even to those who may prefer a different English rendering.
From this investigation, the following conclusions
may be drawn: first, that the Romans did not differ from
moderns in the general localization of certain of the sensa-
tions, but rather, because of their inaccurate physiological
knowledge, in their understanding of the nature and elementary
character of these sensations; second, that, since desire was
one of the controlling influences of man's activity and motion,
and since a thing desired was a pleasant thing, the affection
of pleasantness must be located at the seat of desire, or in
the breast and heart, and so also its opposite, pain; third,
that the emotions and feelings functioned in the regions
where physical processes were observed, their limited or
unlimited distribution being dependent upon the intensity
and number of physical organs affected; fourth, that those emo-
tions and feelings, which were more under the control of the
mind ( mens ) were limited to the part of the body above the
diaphragm; fifth, that the central seat of all knowledge
,
intelligence, and v/isdom was either the cor, the pectus
,
or
the animus ; and lastly, that the unifying factor of all
psychical functions was the animus, and especially one part
of it, the mind (mens), which controlled the rest of the
animus and the entire body.
A word should be added concerning the unimportance
of the brain and nervous system among the Romans. They
apparently Knew nothing about the nervous system and very
little about the brain, which, during the period dating from
about 300 E. c. to 100 B. C, has not been found mentioned
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as the seat of the mind. In that day the so called nervous
man might have been spoken of as peevish ( llenosus ) or easily-
angered ( facile irritari ) , and it is doubtless due to this
ignorance concerning the nervous system that few functions
are attributed by the Romans to the brain ( cerebrum )
.
( See tables).
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